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DVD playback has been around since the early
1990s, but the 1080P BluRay option marks a
new. download dvd 1080p full hd blu ray Avatar
Free Download dvd 1080p full hd blu ray Avatar
Free DownloadThis invention relates to a method
and apparatus for continuously casting high
carbon steel containing more than 0.20% carbon.
It is well known to make steel by the basic
process of heating a molten steel bath to the
melting point of the steel, and by continuously
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supplying the molten bath with a stream of
molten material or charge which is delivered
from a delivery lance situated above the bath.
The steel baths themselves may be regarded as
generally containing (a) all the solids formed
during the continuous casting process, (b) the
required oxygen for the oxidation of carbon in
the steel bath, (c) the heat required for
maintaining the liquid steel, and (d) all the
transfer media to carry the molten steel to the
required points in the apparatus. In the
conventional practice a continuous casting or
mould in the form of a continuous steel beam or
ingot is formed as it flows along the casting line,
the cross-sectional outline of the beam being
progressively reduced as the casting is
advanced. The continuous beams produced may
take any desired shape, as, for example, ingots,
slabs or plates, but in general the shape may be
rectangular. In many applications it is
conventional to heat a continuous casting to a
high temperature--for example, by blowing air or
other gas into the liquid bath to produce
turbulence, and a certain degree of separation of
the liquid and solid mass formed. To produce a



high carbon steel of high strength, it is
conventional to add a relatively large proportion
of carbon to the molten steel bath. However,
after prolonged use the bath tends to develop
what is referred to as "phosphatizing" which is a
loosely adherent, abrasive layer of metallic
phosphorous on the solidified surface of the
steel. Such a layer is prone to rust, and it has
been found that the wear rate of the grain of the
cast steel is increased by the presence of such a
layer. In conventional practice, oxygen is added
to the bath, as by blowing it into the bath from
outside of the continuous casting line, in order to
oxidize the carbon in the steel bath and prevent
the formation of the relatively non-oxidizing
layer of phosphorous.Be one with the Winters
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